September 12, 2018

TMEIC to Supply SOLAR WARE STATIONTM and Power Plant Controllers
for a Large PV Plant Currently Under Construction in Vietnam
Toshiba Mitsubishi-Electric Industrial Systems Corporation (hereinafter, “TMEIC”; President & CEO Masahiko
*1

Yamawaki) received a purchase order from Gia Lai Electricity Joint Stock Company , which is operated under the
*2

umbrella of the Thanh Thanh Cong Group (TTC Group) based in Vietnam. The order was received through JGC
*3

CORPORATION and its Vietnamese subsidiary, JGC Vietnam. Accordingly, TMEIC will supply 5.1MW “SOLAR
TM

WARE STATION ” units, which integrate equipment such as PV inverters, set-up transformers and high-voltage
circuit breaker, as well as power plant controllers (PPC) for controlling power generation according to operation
requirements from an electric power company at a large PV plant located in Krong Pa District, Gia Lai Province, in
Vietnam.
Vietnam is currently promoting the expansion of renewable energy nationwide and is planning to increase the
installed capacity of solar power generation to 12,000MW (12GW) by 2030. The photovoltaic (PV) plant
constructed at this time is scheduled to go online in Autumn 2018. The annual power generation amount will be
approximately 49MW/year, which is equivalent to approximately 47,000 households if converted by the average
household electricity consumption in Vietnam.
The SOLAR WARE STATION

TM

units ordered at this time provide a one-stop solution capable of storing PV

inverters, which are the heart of solar power generation, and peripheral equipment in a single container. The wiring
and assembly of equipment carried out at TMEIC’s factory ensure quality. It also reduces construction costs since
the product is delivered as a finished product and allows installation on-site.
TMEIC has currently received high evaluations of its previous achievements, performance, quality and reliability
from its customers and has been able to make inroads into the Vietnamese PV market. “TMEIC continues to
accumulate its know-how tailored to the Vietnamese PV market while providing enhanced customer proposals. In
doing so, we aim to achieve the top market share of PV inverters in the Vietnamese PV market.” Shuji Tanaka,
TMEIC Renewable Energy & New Technology Division General Manager said.
1. Features of SOLAR WARE STATION

TM

① Various solutions offered through a flexible design
② One-stop solution that integrates PV inverters, step-up transformer and switch gear in a shipping container
③ Compliant with IEC standard
2. Customer benefits
① Constructability that shortens the construction period and reduces construction costs
② Maintainability not affected by the surrounding environment
③ Ensuring system quality

【Reference 1】 Project location

Vietnam

【Reference 2】 SOLAR WARE STATIONTM
(Equipped with PV inverters, set-up transformer and high-voltage circuit breaker）

【Reference 3】 Specifications of 5.1MW SOLAR WARE STATIONTM
5.1MW AC Station SOLAR WARE TM STATION

Package Solution
Container
Inverter

Type

ISO Standard size 40’HC

Outline Dimensions (L×W×H, m)

12.0 × 2.4 × 2.9

Type

PVH-L2550E

Quantity (pc)

2

DC Box

Integrated in Inverter
Grid Voltage

MV
Transformer

MV
Switchgear

11 / 22 / 33kV ± 2 × 2.5%

Rated Frequency

50 / 60Hz

Number of Phases

Three-phase

Standard Compliance

IEC 60076

Rated Voltage

12 / 24 / 36kV

Rated Frequency

50 / 60Hz

Number of Phases

Three-phase

Model

Breaker protection as standard

Rated Currrent

400A as standard

Standard Compliance

IEC 62271-1, -100, -102, -105, -200

LV Panels

Low voltage distribution panels, outlets (Type depends on the requirements)

Connection

Connection / cabling between LV panels, Inverter, MV transformer, MV switchgear is included

Cooling Method

Louvers and fans
Transformer

Auxilary

Environment
al Condition

Three-phase, 50/60Hz, less than 10kVA as standard

Lighting

Lamps

Safety Equipment

Gloves, CO2 fire extinguisher, first aid, etc.

UPS

UPS can be supplied as an option

Maximum Altitude

Inverter: Up to 2,000m as standard
Transformer and RMU: 1,000m as standard (Up to 2,000m)

Ambient Temperature

-20~45℃ as standard
(Up to 48 ℃ as option)

Relative Humidity

Less than 95% (Not condensating)

【Reference 4】 PPC (Power Plant Controller)

Notes:
1. An electricity company jointly established by companies such as the TTC Group, Armstrong Assent Management
and the International Finance Corporation (IFC).
2. Thanh Thanh Cong Group (TTC Group) is a conglomerate in Vietnam especially focusing on five segments including real
estate, education, energy, agriculture and hospitality
3. JGC Corporation is a major construction and engineering company in Japan. http://www.jgc.com/jp/

SOLAR WARE is a registered trademark of Toshiba Mitsubishi Industry System Co., Ltd. in Japan, China, India, U.S.A., EU and
other countries.

Media inquiries:
For further information, please contact the Corporate Branding Group, Corporate Planning Division, TMEIC.
Tokyo Square Garden, 1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0031, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3277-4319; Fax: +81-3-3277-4578 http://www.tmeic.co.jp/
In order to respond to the needs of manufacturing sites that serve as a foundation for supporting society, TMEIC always sets its eyes on the
future of industry, society and the environment as an industrial systems integrator striking a balance between the development of society
and a beautiful global environment. TMEIC will contribute to manufacturing and environmental management through leading-edge
technologies based on its core technologies of rotating machinery, power electronics and engineering.

